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The building of a repertoire of written words
recognized on sight is an important prerequisite for complex reading
skills. Coordination of certain sense modalities, when present in the
learning of a new written word, increases the probability that this
word will be retained over a period of time. This coordination
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components. A perceptual model of word recognition, based on
perceptual memory research, is then presented. The model can be
utilized as a basis to derive a new instructional technique for
remediation of word recognition difficulties. (TO)
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AN INTERSENSORY. TRANSFER APPROACH TO TEACHING SIGhT WORDS
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Word recognition ability is an important consideration in Rny

remedial reading program. The building of a repertoire of written

words recognized on sight is an important prerequisite for complex

reading skills. Without such a sight vocabulary, the reader is fcreed

to decode every written word that he encounters. This "word-by word"

reading is time-consuming, sometimes inaccurate, and prohibitive in

terms of efficient comprehension of-what has been read.

A remedial procedure which effectively and consistently increases

a student's sightvocabulary would be an important contributiOn to

the instruction of- reading. It is the author's view,that.coordination

of certain sense modalities, when it is present in the learning of a

new written word, increases the probability that this word will be

retained over a period of time. This coordination is seen as involving

specific intersensory transfers (intersensory transfer refers to the

ability to translate inforMation from one sensory mode to another)0
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This paper shall analyze current word recognition .instructional

methods in terms of their intersensory transfer. components. A

perceptual model of word .recognition, based on perceptual memory. research,

will then be presented. The model shall be utilized:as a basis to

derive a new instructional technique for remediation of word recognition

difficulties.

CurrenttInstructional Methods

According to Bond and Tinker (3), four basic approaches are used

to teach beginning or remedial word recognition. skills. These include

spelling methods, phonic or phonetic alphabet,methods,whole word

methods, and context methods. The purpose of this section is to define

each method and to analyze the sense modes utilized. in each approacir..

Basic spelling methods require the student to correctly spell a

word presented auditorally to him. When a word is incorrectly writtem-

down, the student practices writing the word several times and is

then tested again.

The "spelling B" is another type of spelling approach. It!,

requires the student to.verbally give the correct letters for a word

presented auditorally. Once again practice or overlearning is the

procedure followed when words are incorrectly spelled:.

Both spelling methods require intersensory transfer from the

auditory mode to other modes. The basic method involves auditory to

kinesthetic (writing) to visual transfers. The spelling B includes

auditory to kinesthetic (verbalization) tb auditory transfers. In

both cases a decoding of the auditory presentation is required before

transfer takes place.



Phonics and phonetic alphabet instruction emphasize visual-auditory

transfer. They attempt to provide students with basic word decoding

skills based on symbol-sound associations. Phonics instruction associates

letters in the alphabet with their respective sounds while phonetic

alphabet instruction associates phonetic alphabet letters with

specific:-sounds. Students are generally required to imitate the sounds

given by the instructor when a letter is presented to them. Overlearning

by drill is then required. Both methods involve visual to kinesthetic:

(verbalization) to auditory transfers. Through this type of procedure,

word attack f word analysis skills are expected to develop (i.e.

decoding skills). A word is initially viewed as the sum of its parts.

The student is required to repeatedly transfer from the visual to the

kinesthetic (verbalization) to the auditory modes as a consequence

of this instruction.

The whole word approach-to teaching word recognition involves

word configuration memorization. Written words are presented to the

student and he is given the auditory representation of that word.

The student usually-repeats the word verbally. This procedure is

followed for a list of words with the student repeating the words until

he can- read the words on sight. The perceptual process is the same

as the phonics-phonetic alphabet approaches (visual to kinesthetil to

auditory transfer) although synthesis of the whole word configuration

is emphasized rather than word part analysis (i.e. rote learning

instead of strategy learning).

All of the previous instructional viewpoints have concerned

theselves with words in isolation. The context approach takes the

stand that word recognition must occur within a meaningful framewor:t.

In other words, word meaning and relationships between words is

stressed in this approach. Structural units such as sentences,



paragraphs, stories, etc. are the forms of instructional presentation.

Proponents of this method claim that the most important aspect in the

teaching of word recognition is the concept that written words are

representations of spoken language.

There are two basic presentations in the context approach. In

general, the student is either presented with a selection and asked

to underline words that he sees but does not know so that they can

be presented to hits in the context of the selection or he is asked to

verbally create a context for specific words and is then presented

with the graphic and corresponding verbal representation of that context;

These contexts act as links between spoken and written language. This

juxtaposition of speaking and writing is the basis for the whole approach.

More modes are utilized in the context approach than in the

other methods. The first method involves visual to kinesthetic

(underlining) to auditory to visual transfers. The second method

uses kinesthetic (verbalization) to auditory to visual to auditory

transfers.

On the surface, all the methods presented appear to be valid in

terms of their intent. As instructional strategies, either separately,

or in combination with each other (the general contemporary view),

they should logically increase word recognition skills.

A Model of Word Recognition

The major focus of this paper concerns whether or not a particular-

pattern of intersensory transfers is necessary for proficient word

recognition skills to be evident. In a study with high school remedial

readers, Silverston (9) determined that a technique which utilized

certain systematic intersenscry transfers wa- --)erior to carefully:



controlled versions of context, spelling, and phonics techniques in

the teaching of fifty basic sight vocabulary words. The rationale

for this intersensory transfer technique is discussed below.

Word recognition for oral reading involves the observable

elements of presentation of graphic symbols which is followed by an

appropriate verbal response. Att.this observable level what'is required

is a visual to kinesthetic (verbal response) transfer. This is a bit

too simplistic. The manner in which visual input ofssymbols becomes

associated with sounds and verbal responses is not clear.

Various cognitive learning theorists, including Atkinson and.

Shiffrin (1), Neisser (6), and Norman (7), view the memory process as.

being composed of three elements. These elements are visual information

storage (VIS), short -term memory (STN), and long term_ memory) (LTIO.

The life of VIS is about one second according tb research performed

by Averback and Sperling (2) and Sperling (11). Waugh and Norman (13)

determined that information stored in STIR survives about fifteen seconds

if it is not recoded or practiced. LTM information storage lasts for

an- extended period of time.

Conrad.(5), Sperling (10), and Steinheiser (12) provide some

evidence to suggest that, for verbal individuals, VIS is recoded

auditorally for STM storage. The presence of vocal or subvocal repetition

then determines the storage of the information in LTM by preventing

decay and interferrence according to research by Brown (4) and

Wauzh and Norman (13). ;J:hese seem to be reasonable constructs due to

the fact that; for verbal individuals, language (auditory information)

probably acts as the coordinator of all sensory. information. Language



is associated with visual imagery, tactile sensations, and klesthetic

operations and, thus, is the most effitient-encoding detrtce. A word

can be retrieved from LTM, for instance, with a great deal of sensory

information associated with it.

Piaget (8) makes the point that language is the product of sensory

experiences. Consequently, language acquisition can be viewed as the

auditory encoding of all sensory experience. A child receives auditory

cues from his parents with reference to concrete experiences and learns

to associate these sounds with his experiences. In addition, he

rehearses the kinesthetic production of'these sounds so that the infor-

mation is stored in LTM (see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 here

Reading words involves the recoding or transfer of visual stimuli

(symbols) into the auditory form of language. In order for this tb

occur the individual must essentially add a new dimension to his

language acquisition format--a type of visual to auditory transfer has

to take place. The sumbols have to become meshed or associated with

language acquisition (see Figure 2).

Insert Figure 2 here

Another skill often overlooked on the subject of word recognition

is the ability to correctly graphically spell words. From the viewpoint

of this model, spelling and writing words is the linking of kinesthetic

responses to the word reading process. These kinesthetic responses



naturally result in visual input which feed into the reading and

language perceptual systems. Learning to correctly write words is a

Copying or visual to kinesthetic transfer procedure which yields a

visual product which can then be read or verbalized (see Figure 3).

Insert FigUre 3 here

An instructional procedure which establishes the perceptual

relationships posited in this model should be extremely effective in

increasing word recognition skills. Such a procedure is discussed: below.

An Instructional Technique

The student should be guided through the language acquisition

process discussed above while systematically adding the reading and

writing components in terms of the words chosen to be taught. Basically,

the student is shown a word and is given its auditory representation

(visual to auditory transfer). He verbalizeS the word. (kinesthetic.

to auditory transfer) and then listens to a recording of his verbalization

while looking at the word (auditory to visual transfer. Finally,

he writes the word down and reads his writing (kinesthetic to visual

to kinesthetic to auditory transfer). This sequence can best be

accomplished through use on an audio-flashcard system. The flashcards

should have a two channel capacity so that a prepared recording can

be made and the student can make his recording on the same card. The

words to be taught should be printed on each card, The following

procedure should then be followed: 1. Student looks at word flashcard

and plays prepared recording for that word. 2. Student records on

tape the correct response for that word while looking at word. 3. Student
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plays back his recording while looking at word. 4.. Student writes

word. 5. Student reads wordhe has written to instructor.

Conclusions

A new instructional technique for the remediation of word

recognition difficulties has been introduced. This technique was derived

from a model of word recognition. The model was based upon a perceptual

(intersensory-transfer) view of the word recognition process.

It is hoped that the technique discussed in this paper will prove

useful to practitioners in the field of.Reading. It is also hoped that

further research in Reading will be initiated from this intersensory

transfer vantage point.
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Most importantly, such an effect size would have educationally practical

significance as well as statistical significance.

To test the three hypotheses, each subject's total number of errors

was tallied and mean error scores for each group were computed. Simple one

way ANOVs tested the observed differences and effect sizes were computed.

A 12 x 12 correlation matrix yielded additional findings on the relation-

ships among the four tasks and such variables as error scores per task, total

errors, sex, ethnicity, school and age. J. Cohen's tables (J. Cohen, 1969,

p. 87) were used to test for significance of correlations. To test for

differences among correlations, Fisher's z transformation function for Pearson's

r and Cohen's tables were used. (J. Cohen, 1969, p. 115).

MAJOR FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Table 1 shows the results on the test of the dependent variable--number

(mean number) of errors committed under each of the four experimental treatments.

Table 2 shows the comparison of these results to test the three hyptheses of

the study.

Table 1

DISPLAY OF ERROR SCORES FOR EACH OF 4 TASKS

Task
Total
Error

7
Error S.D.

1 382 8.488 10.882

2 106 2.355 5.015

3 145 3.222 5.057

4 299 6.644 7.068



Table 2

COMPARISON OF TASK EFFECTS TO TEST HYPOTHESES 1, 2, 3

X Error Observed
Test of Scores of Difference
Hypothesis Task ds F Alpha

1 1 with 2 .716 11.527 .001

2 1 with 3 .613 8.474 .005

3 4 with 3 .551 6.820 .025

Tables 1 & 2 show that the observed difference in error scores between Task 1

(Stimulus p/Response b d p q) and Task 2 (Stimulus c/Responsec3uA) was

almost 72% of the common (combined or within) S.D. in the direction hypothesized.

The findings exceeded the statistical criteria, supporting hypothesis one.

Hypothesis Two was also accepted with the difference in error score between

Task 1 and 3 (Stimulus p Response b d p q with vertical Bendayed out) exceeding

61% of the common standard deviation. These tables also show that Hypothesis

3 was supported with a difference of 55% of the common S.D. in favor of the

Task 4 condition (Stimulus p /Response d b p q with "hump" Bendayed out). In

all three comparisons the verticality aspect of the stimulus figure markedly

interfered with childrens' performances. Stated positively, by reducing the

dominance of the vertical aspects of the letters, error rate was reduced. The

degree of reduction was not only statistically significant, but educationally

significant; in every case ds values exceeded the statistical criterion of

one-half the common S.D.

The findings are most dramatically seen in Table 3 which shows the

number and percent of errors for each type of error. In Task 1, p was the

correct response. The subjects could have made a total of 450 errors consisting

of a q response for p. They actually made 129 such errors; i.e., 29% of the

responses were of this type error. About 15% or 93 responses substituted b

for p and so on.



In relation to the vertical dominance theory the findings are

dramatically supportive. The least reversal errors in each category are

on the stimulus figure that has no vertical aspect (Task 2). The Bendaying

out of the vertical aspect (Task 3) reduces errors 50% to 75% over printing

the letters without controlling the distracting vertical aspect (Task 1).

Table 3

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ERRORS FOR FOUR TYPES OF REVERSAL ERRORS

(N = 45)

TYPE AND TOTAL POSSIBLE ERRORS

TASK STIMULUS clip Wu
IN LETTER 450 630
RANK
ORDER

1 129 93

29%

170 42
38%

3 61 35
-TTE -6%

2
C

25 17

din Omit Total
450 720 2250

59 101 382
-TT%59% 14%

20 67 299
-T3%-9%

12 37 145
3% 5% 6%

11 53 106
3% 7% 5%



Thus, without denying the developmental factors of visual perception,

but holding those constant, simply controlling the features of the stimulus

is enough to make a dramatic difference in kindergartners' tendency to

confuse b d p q.

OTHER FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Table 4 shows how each of the four types of errors correlated with

total error. While d to p type error had the lowest error frequency, Table

4 shows it with the highest correlation with total error. In fact, Fisher's

transformation analysis indicated that correlations involving d errors were

consistently significantly different from all other correlations within

each task, which was not the case in comparing correlation differences among

correlations of any other error types with a task. This tells us the discrim-

inating p and d involves at least two cues: Cue #1 - the vertical position

in space, and Cue #2 - the left to right directionality of the hump. Most

children focus on the vertical aspect Cue #1 and trip up on Cue #2.

but the high correlation shown in Table 4 for the p to d error tells

us that subjects who are really "in trouble" not only miss Cue #2,.but the

easier Cue #1 as well. This type of error might prove to be an excellent

predictor of reading dysfunction at an early age.



Table 4

CORRELATION OF KIND OF ERROR WITH TOTAL ERRORS FOR

EACH OF THE FOUR TASKS

(N = 45)

TYPE OF ERROR 10 TOTAL ERROR
TASK NUMBER STIMULUS LETTER (I/0 b/u d/rs omit

1 p .7064* .8174* .9176* .7829*

2 c .3192** .8856* .7057* .9000*

3 .6622* .5801* .7958* .6583*

4
(.3

.6325* .3924* .7777* .6310*

* a = .01

** a = .05



Tables 5 & 6 provide us with rather surprizing data about secondary

variables that effect this kind of visual discrimination behavior. For

example, sex was not a factor in task performance. The traditional view

that girls do better than boys on school related tasks was not borne out in

this data. The same thing occurs for ethnicity and SES variables. Unlike

most school-related research, this study finds no difference in the performance

and type of error between middle class and lower class children and between

black and white children.

These findings are consistent with other findings (Cohen, 1970; Mueser,

1971) that low SES blacks learn what they are taught; that is, deficits in

school related behaviors represent pedagogical deficiencies, not innate or

aptitude deficiencies. The schools from which the experimental population

was drawn teach letter discrimination thoroughly in kindergarten and low

SES children learn it. High SES children nay already know it before they are

taught. Thus, the high error pupils in this study represent a "truly" deficient

group in letter matching independent of their SES or ethnicity.

Table 5

CORRELATION OF TOTAL ERRORS ON EACH TASK WITH SEX, RACE,

AGE AND SCHOOL

(N 45)

TASK 1 p TASK 2 c TASK 3? TASK 4f

.03SEX - .15 .01 - .13

RACE - .28 .16 - .14 .09

AGE .07 - .46 * - .09 .04

SCHOOL - .12 - .0b .04 - .24

Note: Negative correlation on Sex refers to female gender.

Negative correlation on Race refers to white race.



Table 6

CORRELATION AMONG VARIABLES OF RACE, SEX, AGE AND

SCHOOL ON FOUR TASKS

TASK 1 p TASK 2 c TASK 3 TASK 4

RACE TO
SCHOOL

RACE TO
AGE

SEX TO
RACE

SEX TO
AGE

.82* - .73* - .70* .71*

.30** .16 .00 . 15

- .14 - .02 - .30** . 02

- .10 .11 .29** . 03

* significant at alpha .01

** significant at alpha .05

Negative correlation on sex refers to the female gender.
Negative correlation on race refers to the white race.
Negative correlation on school refers to low S.E.S.



In this school system the heavy teaching of letter discrimination has put

the "disadvantaged" student on a par with the advantaged. About 50% of

the subjects had two or less errors. About 30% were exceeding 80% accuracy.

Left over is the "truly" dysfunctioning group. This kind of dysfunction seems

to be independent of SES.

CONCLUSION

The vertical properties of b d p q influence letter reversal behavior

of kindergarteners. Reduce the dominance of the vertical aspects of these

letters, and reversal errors are markedly reduced. This modification of the

stimulus overrides the effects of child development. Evidently an attraction

to the vertical to a degree of distractibility seems to have an interaction

effect with left or right directionality.

Two error-causing constructs seem to explain b d p q reversals: "high

distractibility to the vertical" and "poor sense of directionality." The

former, not the latter, carries more weight in producing these reversals.

From a practical point of view, it appears wiser to invest money and effort

in controlling the effect of the vertical aspect than in training children in

directionality.

This study supports the point of view that the nature of the learning

task rather than the psychosocial factors beyond the classroom domain should

take first priority in designing curriculum. If the realities of child devel-

opment demonstrate that b d p q discriminations are, in general, beyond the

young child's repertoire, and if we choose to teach these children to read,

then the logical path is to adjust the learning strategies to fit the child

by controlling the nature of the stimulus. In this case, changing the goal

or restructuring the child becomes unnecessary.

At a much deeper level, this study demonstrates a specific approach to educational

research that concentrates on the nature of the stimulus, reponse or contingency

rather than on the nature of the subject. The study evolves from a point of
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